
1.7 KS1 – Islam (Submission to the will of Allah) - Lesson 3: Khalifah 
 

Context:  
This lesson follows on from the previous lesson and we see if pupils can apply what they have learnt. 
Pupils will need a simple introduction to who Muhammad is and that he is respected in Islam. The first 
paragraph of the story attempts to do this, but you may wish to add more detail if you think it relevant, 
but remember we will be exploring this in greater detail in coming lessons. 
 
Overview:  
 
Essential core: Key belief – Islam (Submission to the will of Allah) 

 Understand that although Allah created everything, humans have been given the responsibility to 
look after that creation (Khalifah). 

 Know that Muhammad taught Muslims that there are 99 names for Allah which describe what He is 
like. 

 Raise and suggest answers to relevant questions in response to what they have learnt about the 
Islamic belief in Allah and Khalifah. 

 Attempt to support their answers using reasons and/or information. 

Resources:  
 Story: Why was Muhammad sad when he heard the camel cry?  
 Islamic stories of the prophet BBC teach: Ants and crying camel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bN7KIMmwlc  
 Information about camels: https://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-camels/  
 You tube video: 5 fun facts about camels. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXQ859dZb24  

 

 
INTRODUCTION: 
Divide the class into small groups and as each group to discuss what it is that animals need to stay healthy 
and happy. Choose someone from each group to keep a picture or written record of the groups’ 
discussion. Bring the class together and each group should report their discussion. 
 
Using a picture of a camel ask pupils what they know about this animal. Use the following page to provide 
‘fun facts’  
 

 
BUILD UP: 

1. Read through the story of the Why was Muhammad was sad when he heard the camel cry? 
Alternatively use the BBC Teach cartoon which contains this story and a story about ants. These 
videos could be sued to support the story told in class or used in the plenary. 

2. Ask pupils why the owner was sorry for why he not giving the animal food and water and what 
made him change his mind 

3. Discuss with pupils the message of the story. They are likely to say we should look after animals, 
or because Muhammad had told him he was wrong, but try to look for a religious message. 
Remind them it is a story Muslims tell. Can they identify the belief in Allah as creator (al-Khaliq) 
and we are just looking after creation for Allah (Khalifah). Use the analogy that if you were given 
something to look after, but didn’t, and someone who you respected pointed it out, why would 
you feel sorry? IE you were looking after something which wasn’t yours, you were being trusted 
and you had broken that trust. Discuss, do you think if you are given something to look after 
which is not your, should you look after it better than if it is your own? 



 
 

 
TASK: 
Ask pupils to write or explain to each other why they think why the owner, as a Muslim,  was sorry for not 
looking after his camel.   
 
 

 
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT: 
Verbal or written answers to the question in the task.  
 
 

 


